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OCEANSIDE GLASSTILE ADDS CHARACTER TO AN OLD PLAYER
This Summer get Hooked on Hexagons
Carlsbad, Calif. – July – Hexagons take on new dimension this summer! Recognizing the call for
the traditional hexagon, Oceanside Glasstile steps up the game by introducing new character to
an old player with the Trillion and Framework designs. Rounding out this trio of distinctive Hex’s is
a complimentary Flat 4” Hexagon. Further recognizing the passion to create a distinctive, flowing
texture, a new mosaic Braid pattern gets added to the Muse collection begging to be customized
to it’s full potential!

Casa California’s dimensional field family grows larger this Summer with the introduction
of Trillion! Composed of three oscillating diamonds, Trillion is an optical illusion reminiscent of an
M.C. Escher print. Johnny Marckx, Executive Vice President, points out, "Four inches is an
optimal size, making it a user-friendly piece for both residential backsplashes and full-scale
commercial feature walls.” Not to be underestimated as just another hexagon, it is Trillion’s
uniqueness that will turn any surface into a statement piece. Oceanside Glasstile’s translucent
color palette has never looked better! Trillion’s varied thickness provides added depth to each
color, creating a two-in-one effect, all while the iridescence catches the light and draws your eye
to every corner and angle.

Continuing Hexagon’s revival, the Summer Release also includes a 4” Framework
Hexagon and it’s flat field counterpart. Evocative of a honeycomb, Oceanside Glasstile’s 4”
Framework Hexagon is as sweet as can be with its lovely bi-level arrangement. Cathy Aroz,
Design Extraordinaire states, “By creating these 2 different depths the perfect playground for
color is formed showcasing deep hues kissing their softer side.” Inspired to create a field of
harmony the 4” Framework Hexagon and 4” Flat Hexagon create the ultimate element of surprise
for your next installation.

The Muse Collection also welcomes a new mosaic pattern the Braid! Inspired by the
motion of Muse’s Wave pattern, the Braid takes on added movement with its interweaving micro
mosaics. The 5/8” x 5/8” mosaic Braid pattern offers endless custom capabilities. Available in the
entire Muse color palette, you can use up to three unique colors and three dynamic finishes to
create an interwoven masterpiece. Imagine. Play, and enjoy your journey to the perfect residential
or commercial glass tile installation.

“Cheers!” It’s the first word Oceanside Glasstile products hear before beginning their
journey to up-cycled glory! Each year they melt more than 2 million pounds of post-consumer
bottle glass. The result – a gem-like substance crafted into stunning glass tile. They continuously
strive for improvements in energy efficiency, and maintain a closed loop manufacturing process
where they re-melt all of their own glass trimmings. Manufacturing innovative products with a
sustainable process is an important business value, but . . . that’s just where the fun begins.
Encouraged by the leadership of the company, Oceanside Glasstile employees support all kinds
of causes both near and far. Embracing social responsibility, they find joy in restoring
orphanages, building schools, planting new trees and collaborating with the generation of
tomorrow. Both home and commercial designs will get a dose of good vibes when they
incorporate this environmentally-aware, socially-responsible product into their work-in-progress.
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